Announcing (drum roll, please)

THE SDMNY VIDEOS

This Friday marks the gala launch party, (remote, though with people in their best sweats!) of our three new videos, *SDM and Transition Age Youth, Why SDM?*, and *SDM is for Everyone*. Although the launch is especially for all those who were part of making these videos (apologies to everyone else!), as of Monday, they will all be available on our website.

All three videos were scheduled to be shot in April, in person, at the Silberman School of Social Work where SDMNY has its offices, by our partner DRNY’s fabulous videographer Grace Combs. But then, of course, came Covid-19. Overcoming many, many obstacles, technical and otherwise, we are so happy and excited about the results—three colorful, inspiring videos that showcase many of our wonderful Decision-Makers and their families and tell the story of our successes.

So, starting on Monday
Check them out by clicking [here](#)

Enjoy!